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Editor's Note
nois University in the Fall of 1995 where he
majored in Sociology.

Dan iel Cordero and Eduardo Arocho enjoying the beach in
Puerto Rico in October of 1995.

Que Ondee Sola, in our continuing commitment to education and community, present
this Daniel Cordero memorial issue. Traditionally we reserve our December issue for a new
year calendar but because of these special
circumstances we are postponing the 1996
calendar until January. In this memorial issue we are responding to the need for understanding and reflection .
Daniel Cordero , friend of many, son and
brother to a loving family, died by suicide on
November 7, 1995. Danny graduated from
Our Lady of Grace in 1986. He attended Lane
Technical High School , where he was captain of the wrestling team and received numerous awards as a wrestler. He was on the
varsity team tor tour years and went down
state three years. Immediately following his
graduation from Lane Technical High School
in 1990, he began his university studies at
Northern Illinois University and after attending several colleges throughout the city and
state, Daniel transferred to Northeastern llli-

It was here that I met Danny, and when he
told me that he had heard of Que Ondee Sola
and was himself interested in writing, I introduced him to our work at Northeastern and
the Puerto Rican community in Chicago. He
became active in the Union For Puerto Rican
Students and was elected co-editor of Que
Ondee Sola. Danny quickly began his quest
to learn about his history and culture by taking a course ottered during the summer at
the Dr. Pedro Albizu Campos Museum. He
became a volunteer at the Museum by helping to build a gift-shop and to set up art exhibitions tor the community. Danny got a job at
Vida/Sida a community-based AIDS resource
and education center sponsored by the
Puerto Rican Cultural Center, where he
worked as a Peer Educator. In October of this
year Danny traveled to Puerto Rico as part of
a delegation from the Puerto Rican Cultural
Center in Chicago to the International Seminar tor the Campaign to Liberate the Puerto
Rican Political Prisoners and Prisoners of War.
This was the first time Danny had been to
Puerto Rico since the age of nine. He was
able to spend time with his grandmother, his
father and other family members he hadn't
seen in years.
During this trip to Puerto Rico, I spent most
of my time with Danny and I even got to stay
with him in Guanica with his family. One thing
that I noticed when we were on the plane together is that he saw me writing in my journal
that I had begun two days prior to the trip.
When I explained why I was writing he immediately started to write one of his own . This
journal, that he began during this trip- full

of his thoughts, his views of the world , his
ideas, his troubles- we publish in this memorial issue in order to help us better understand him and ourselves. The journal is
printed in different type to illustrate the various emotional stages and moods Danny was
in when he wrote. In some parts of the journal he is very articulate and clear in other instances, his writing changes, becoming
incomplete thoughts, scribbling, sketches
and largely printed words. We do this to more
accurately represent the true voice of this
journal. The result of this honesty is nothing
less than a very powerful and profound
glimpse into the life of one who was much
loved.
In addition to his journal, we include the reflections of the family, friends and professors
who lived and worked with Danny. This issue
is tilled with photos of Danny thoughout his
life of 23 years. Without a doubt this issue
will serve as not only a memorial to Daniel
Cordero but also as an educational tool tor
all those who read it. And we hope that it will
help us become better human beings.
I would like to extend my thanks to the Cordero family, especially to Roberto Cordero tor
taking the time to work with us in this issue.
Also our thanks goes out to the family and
friends of Danny who submitted their thoughts
and feelings and to Alejandro Luis Molina for
helping us make this a more special issue.
Wherever Danny is, we know that he is at
peace and his memory will live on in all those
that knew him.
Eduardo Arocho
Editor, Que Ondee Sola
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... he leff us many giffs that can
help us to understand ...
Roberto Cordero, Jr.
Throughout this difficult time, many friends,
family and loved ones have stood with my
family in remembrance of Danny. Although
my brother is no longer with us, it is clear that
he lives on in our hearts and minds. As we
attempt to make sense of our loss, it is important to remember the positive lifelong effect that Danny has had on those of us who
have known him.
My only brother, and a great friend, struggled
with life as all of us do. He attempted to analyze and make sense of his own personal issues, as well as the world around him. In
trying to cope and find meaning, Danny could
not shake a seemingly profound lack of faith.
He constantly questioned his beliefs and actions. This is what made Danny so real . His
quest for understanding ended tragically. We
must try to take meaning from his life, as well
as his death.

that will puzzle us for the rest of our lives?
The act of living is a painful and, sometimes
troubling, process which we must all go
through. Whether Danny realized it or not, he
also lived a life full of happiness, triumph ,
sharing and love.
Danny made a decision to end his life based
on his feelings of hopelessness and fear. We
can analyze and question his choice all we
want by asking "Why didn't I notice?" or "I
wish I had known about his problems so that
I could have done something." ... but the
simple fact of the matter is that Danny realized all along that the only one that could help
him was himself. The advice and comfort that
fami ly and friends always offered Danny only
reaffirmed what Danny already knew.

In living a rich and full life, Danny also
struggled with the type of illness that most of
us cannot understand because it was not
immediately visible in his outward appearance. He looked and acted, most of the time,
as if everything in his life was fine , while inside he was suffering. I suppose this is the
main reason why so many people fail to understand the nature of Danny's depression
and negative feelings .

Throughout this Journal , it is our hope that you
keep in mind the many aspects of Danny's
life, such as his academic, athletic, community, friends and family experiences. Do not
attempt to psychoanalyze or read more into
his written words so as not to cloud the picture of the whole person that we know as
Danny Cordero. Take his journal writing for
what it is- a collection of personal thoughts
about himself, others and his situation in life
We must recal l our own memories and experiences of Danny and keep them with us as a
treasure that he has left us all.

The questions of "Why? ... How?... I don't understand ... " have been stated over and over,
yet I believe that we are missing the point. If
Danny had tremendous difficulty in understanding his own inner pain, how can we expect to find all of the anwers to the questions

I love my brother deeply. My memories of
his life and accomplishments are permanently engrained in my soul. Currently, I am
in a state of absolute grief that many others
share with me. In trying to find meaning in
life as Danny did, he has left us many gifts

Bobby and Danny Cordero outside of Boriken Bakery at the Fiesta
Boricua on Division Street. September 17, 1995 .

that can help us to understand. When we can
accept Daniel's problems, we can begin productive efforts to help our friends, families,
community and ourselves to find meaning
and continue in the struggle to reach our full
potential.
Within the following pages of this memorial
issue of Que Ondee Sola, we get a glimpse
of what Danny was thinking in the weeks before his birthday and subsequent suicide.
Danny's voice and beautiful spirit lives on
through his words, thoughts and ideas. It is
my family's hope that Danny's death will serve
to bring us together and to help us to recognize and understand the difficulties which all
of us face in life ..
Bobby Cordero
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"DANNY LIVES ON IN ALL OF MY
CHILDREN AND ALL OF US"
Rosa Cordero
perfection in everything he did. Since early
childhood, I was always being complimented
by teachers on how well behaved and intelligent he was. He carried that trait throughout
grammar school , high school and college.
His many friends attest to the popularity
Danny possessed . They were always in and
out of our home. His very presence made
everyone around him happy and full of life. I
could read through him in times of distress.
He confided in me even with his inner most
feelings. He knew how overprotective I was
with my children and always made it a point
not to overburden me with his worries. I guess
that is why I was never aware of his deepest
problem. He did not want to see me hurting .

Danny and his parents celebrating his graduation from
Lane Technical High School in /une of 1990.

I would like to thank all of you for being with
us and also express my gratitude to the hundreds of people who have comforted us
through these trying times. I would also like
to tell you a little about my son Danny and
my feelings as a mother, even though words
can not fully express what I feel.
Danny was my second child . Growing up he
was very loving, easy going and yet very shy.
He was the kind of child any mother wou ld
be proud of. Always striving to be the best.
He was not content unless he accomplished

There is a void in my heart that will never heal,
but I find comfort knowing that he is at peace
and that I have my own Guardian Angel up
in Heaven. At times I feel I cannot go on, but
I have three other kids and a grandson that
need me. I see a little bit of Danny in each of
them. In Rosy I see his wit and ability to make
me laugh when I am down. In Jannette I see
her caring ways; always concerned with my
wel l being. In Bobby I see his determination
to excel and accomplish his goals and in
Christian I see the sweet little child in him.
Danny lives in all of my children and in all of
us. Thank you God for having given me such
a wonderful son. "I love you ... "
Rosa Cordero
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"I HAVE JOURNEYED THROUGH MY LIFE ... "
Excerpts from a Journal of Daniel Cordero:
October 28, 1972- Novemher 7, 1995
Undated
I have walked through life unable to feel as
though I am part of anything. I have made
contributions to
I have proceeded through the course of my
life as though I am not really
I have journeyed through my life without truly
involving myself in the things that I have been
involved. Like a zombie I walk without real
emotion
It is difficult for me to express what course of
events led me to the decision that I can no
longer continue dragging myself through this
wretched life. I feel as though I have no control over the actions that I wish to take. I believe that in the long run you will all be all
right without me. I can not muster what it
takes to become. Everyone can try to figure
out why this decision has been made, but I
can not begin to fully explain the powerlessness that I have- the withdrawal that I feel
and have always felt from the people who
have cared for me. Nobody is to blame- because nobody can take control over my life
except for me. This I hold to be true. Rather
than end up
I do not have faith in the
Words can not express the powerlessness
that I feel in seizing control of my life and my
future. For 23 years I have been a zombie to
the world about me- Always running from
people- Always afraid that they would see
right through me to the heart of what is oh so

Roberto Cordero, Sr. and Daniel in Puerto Rico during October

cold . I have based my life upon needs and
have sought to fulfill those needs through
superficial means. I have kept my mind stagnant, allowing myself to float through life without truly seeing the beauty of all that lay
around me. I wish I could find it within to
change this- but I am a product of my own
unraveling. Nothing has snapped in my brain,
I am just missing something. That something
is lack of faith . Not only lack of faith in myself, but also in ascribing meaning to life.
I have always managed to conceal that I don't
really feel part of anything . I just go through
this path and want to believe that what I'm
doing is right. Not really attempting to believe in myself and acknowledge that others
believe in me . I get around people and I
freeze up- I have my places of solitude for
myself and nobody else. Where I can go and
nobody will be around me to see the freak
that I am. I don't know how to take control of
my abilities and become what I want to be-

I995 .

Danny posing with his mother Rosa and his nephew
Christian Rivera .
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Danny Cordero after the 1988 City Cham pionship season his
sophomore year at Lan eTeen .

I am ashamed of
myself for feeling this
way and my guilt is
enormous. I don't
expect anyone to
understand. I don't
even quite understand it myselfMy desire is to flee-to
give up, to rid myself
of all of this pain.
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come. After withdrawing myself for so many
years and not ascribing meaning to my actions it is too difficult to remain here on this
earth. I don't know where I am going to be
after this decision, but I can not keep going
down this decrepit way. I want it to be easyI want it to change- I am ashamed of myself
for feeling this way and my guilt is enormous.
I don't expect anyone to understand. I don't
even quite understand it myself- My desire is
to flee- to give up to rid myself of all of this
pain. Pain that perpetuates problems that I
bring upon myself and now upon my family.
You all have something that I do not- Love for
yourselves- in turn you can love one another.
I hate myself, therefore I question whether I
care for anyone or anything . Love yourselves,
because if you love yourselves you can love
one another.
I have always been a robot- existing , doing
without feeling- afraid of what would become
of me; wanting/having the will to die- Instead
of cherishing the fact that I was put on this
earth to live. Given the opportunity I have
not- can not capitalize upon it.

Who am I?
I...
Daniel Cordero
Daniel Cordero- Montijo Feliciano
Dan iel Cordero Montijo Feliciano Rodriguez

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUWWWZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTU'vWXYZ

10-12-95
I just fi nished

Today is the first time in 13 years that I have
visited my ancestors homeland. As is everyday of late I had troubles in relating to people
at certain points in the day, but there exists
the all encompassing feeling of home. I know
that this is where I would be if the steps taken
by my grandparents hadn't taken me away
from what I truly feel alienated. I want badly
to jump right in and act as though I am a true
Boricua, but the fact of the matter is that I
have to take several steps before this can be
achieved. I had a conversation today with
my father's mother- my Abuela (Ester
Feliciano- Cordero)- for the first time in my
life. Not only was this the first conversation
with her (at 22 yrs. old), but it's the first time
I've ever felt a true contact with my 'Puerto
Ricanness' in relation to the island.
The trials that this woman has lived through
and the strength that she has mustered to
continue leading a "positive-life" as she put
it- have opened my eyes to the future that I
have. The things she told me I have heard
before, but something about hearing them
from her had a great impact on me. I asked
her if Pop had told her that I was in the hospital and she smiled and nodded. Before I even
began to explain what circumstances, that I
felt, brought me to do what I did or feel how I
felt she politely began to speak. She raised
her hand gently and explained that she understood. I wanted to tell her everything- I
wanted to make sure she really knew what I
had been through- I looked into her eyes and
realized she could see right to the source of
my pain, into my eyes-my brain-my heart. The
words that meant the most to me were, "Que
tu solamente tienes control de tu futuro y de
todo lo que vas a pasar a mi es en mis
manos." My Spanish is not very good , but I
understood this beautiful woman in her every gesture.
We talked about different people in the family. The one I was most anxious to hear about
was Pop. I see a lot of his traits reflected in
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father and I would not replace him. I just wish
he could get his life in order. He seems to be
on a constant quest for happiness, always
searching for the answers to his problems.
The problem is that his answers always seem
to be temporary solutions that cover the root
of what is bothering him. He searches outside of himself, perhaps looking within- but
seeking external answers ... (the biggest
move being his latest here- Puerto Rico). I
can not say that he is unhappy here, but it
seems that he has only succeeded in transporting his ways from Chicago to Puerto Rico.
He is still searching for answers to unanswerable questions. This is why I see myself in
him , because I am constantly search•
ing for answers• rather than just liv•
ing and realizing that the answers lie
in the future and the past. The
present quickly becomes the past
and so it must be. I am striving toward living and being in the present,
while setting goals and aspiring to
work as hard as I can to achieve
those goals. I do not expect to end
up in "Paradise", nor do I expect to
find all of the answers- but I would
like to achieve a balance- to fill my•
self with the things that I have hungered for all of my life. I want to
overcome my fears, that fears that I
have suppressed and built upon for
so very long. In order to destroy those
fears, which make up the foundation
of who I am- I have to deconstruct
and replace the bricks of fear/anxi•
ety and shame with bricks of knowl•
edge, pride and strength.

My abuela also made me realize the minuteness of my day to day, week to week,
even lifetime problems. Nothing I could tell
her about myself of my life would make her
surprised. She has seen and been through
much worse. She didn't tell me all of the things
that have affected her, but she did express
the magnitude of being wife to two men and

mother /grandmother /great-grand mother to
several people. She said that she could feel
when and what her children (sons/daughters,
grandchildren, etc.) felt. She said that the key
to her remaining "Tranquila" is that if something starts to become so burdensome as to
impede on her own life- she leaves outside
of herself. Because there are some things in
life that we can do nothing about. These
things can make us crazy, dysfunctional,
alone. Abuela told me that I should concern
myself with those things in my life, of which I
had control over. Basically, to forget the
bullshit and work hard at school, work and
being happy in love and relationships- everything else will be as it will be.
So far, it has only been one full day that I have
been in Puerto Rico- I can't wait to see what
the next two hold in store.

10-14-95
After waking up in the morning, I laid there
for awhile trying to continue the sleep that I
had never really begun. The last couple of
days I have been experiencing a half sleep. I
don't really want to sleep at night- This has
been taking its toll upon me during the day.
Between this ever impending lack of rest and
heat I am finding it difficult to stay attentive.
Regardless, just being in the presence of
these people- most of whom have dedicated
their lives, hearts and minds to the cause- is
making me feel at home. I am still at the beginning stages of my identification with who I
am, rather, where I am from.
I ate breakfast with Eduardo- oatmeal , a banana and coffee. After breakfast we began
the first seminar, which involved the political
aspects of the prisoners. There are several
people present who are related to the Puerto
Rican Political Prisoners. The workshop was
led by Dr. Javier Colon- who expressed the
impacts of colonialism on Puerto Ricans
within the island through the difficulties faced
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Danny witlt Ester Feliciano, /t is grandmotlter, at lier /tome
in Guanica , Puerto Rico.
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by those who choose to partake in the independence movement. I have the paper he
wrote entitled "The Puerto Rican Political
Context: Political Repression , Consensus and
Decolonization".

formal socializing) I usually achieved through
the use/abuse of something superficial. Not
that I want every relationship to turn into a
lifelong friendship, but at least to form some
semblance of future converse.

The most emotional display I have seen since
I have been here was by Rafael Cancel
Miranda. I could not understand everything
that he was saying, but his expression and
emotional gestures, motions and way of
speaking reflected a lifetime of dedication to
a cause that is real. I can not bring myself to
fully agree with the tactics that he and others
like him used to get his point across- but I
can understand the frustration instilled in
those who attempt to fight a system in power.
A system that creates laws and only utilizes
the ones that it deems necessary at the time.

I feel like a "newborn baby", naked to the
world/people around me- I am constantly on
the verge of a breakdown- I feel like hiding
under the dining room table, like I use to do
when I was a kid- like

10-14-95

... I can understand
the frustration instilled
in those who attempt
to fight a system in
power. A system that
creates laws and only
utilizes the ones that it
deems necessary at
the time.

"The Psychological Impact of Prolonged Incarceration on the Prisoners and their Families. " This presentation was done by Lester
Nurse, a dark-skinned, bearded companero,
who wore white pants- brown shoes and a
dashiki. The paper that he wrote was included
in the package we received- it was given and
is written in Spanish .
Right now I'm at the cultural event- the music
is great, but I don't have it in me to dance. I
know that I can- it's just that I have not overcome my fear. I know I should probably just
say fuck it and jump in- but instead I'm sitting here trying to pretend I have something
important to write. I have to learn to have fun,
to put my inhibitions aside without the use of
alcohol or any other "uninhibitors", so to
speak. Until I get my feet wet I will always be
an introvert. I haven't really met anyone or
spoken with anyone with the exception of
some people from back home. And even in
this case the conversations have not gone
past the surface. Establishing acquaintances and forming relationships (even just in-

10-17-95
I just got to school a little while ago. I have a
lot of studying to do, but I can't find it in myself to begin reading. I woke up this morning
looking forward to a new day, a fresh start to
all of the negative vibes that have been eating away at me for a while now. I still feel the
same way. I am not facing up to the things
that I need to be doing.
Last night I talked to Janny and I let her read
some of the things that I have written lately.
She often thinks that I don't understand what
she is going through- I do. I don't think that
she realizes that the things I am trying to tell
her are moment to moment occurrences.
Sometimes I write these things down and a
lot of the times I just keep it inside myself until
I have an outlet to share my constant
thoughts. When I was with Janny last night, I
was telling her all of the things that bother
me and how they reflect in my relations with
people, as well as important things going on
in my life. (School, work, interpersonal skills)
all of which I allow to continue floating around
me. I feel like I don't know who I am- in turn
I find it very difficult to be anybody when
around others. My social skills definitely need
to be improved- I feel that they will improve
through work in the major aspects of my life.
However, feeling all of the crap that I allow to
happen around me tends to nurture my inability to progress in the things that I know I
want to excel in. It's a vicious cycle that only
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I can break. I just wish I could begin to break
it.
I worry so much about myself, but I don't do
anything to change. I am just sitting here trying to console myself, feeling sorry for myself. I also know that I love certain people in
my life- these people I would do anything forbut I worry about myself so much that I neglect to worry about them . This, in turn, sometimes makes me wonder whether I do actually
love anyone besides myself. I don't think
about important ...

1~ iku.pdak, ~pt, 1...1...1
~~¥ CM\ 1... ~~ ~Ok\ 1...
... these are all common phrases that I use
when I write to myself, when I think to myselfthey are all so negative. I beat myself up on
a regular basis- then when the rare occasion
comes that I forget all of my problems and
just feel comfortable with myself I redirect that
inner-violence at the ones who are dearest to
me. I know I can be an asshole- I know I can
be the most caring person in the world.
The more I write the more I realize that the
things that I am writing are common thoughts
in many people. People that I give advice toor tell my problems to- tend to relate so easily to the things that I say. This must mean
that I am not a freak of nature- but I continue
to let myself believe that I am different- that
they just don't understand that even if people
do understand or relate I believe that I have
some problem deep within that nobody else

will ever quite get. I want to believe that I am
crazy, I sometimes wish that I could get hurt
even die, but this is not what I truly want~
I love Janny more than I love any of my other
siblings right now, I see myself in her- I wish
she could leave all of the crap behind her in
her life- I wish she could feel comfortable
enough with the beauty that lies within her to
take control of her life.
But how can I expect her to do what I can not
even gather to do within to do. I know that
she looks up to me, just as much as I look up
to her- but both of us have to stop trying to
wish that we could do the impossible like get
hurt, jump back or ahead in time and live for
the now. Do what we have to do to make
things right.
I have to go to class- I have a plan for the
day- now all I have to do is follow it- Write
down my goals for the day to try to achieve
them concretely. At the end of each day/week
have accomplished necessities and possibly feel better/more positive about myself .
10-18-95
I woke up this morning in my usual depressed , sulky, negative way. I didn't want to
get out of bed and I kept trying to go back to
sleep- but being at the Cultural Center calls
for my attentiveness to some degree by 6 45
AM . I've only been up for a little more than an
hour and I can feel myself already building a
wall around myself. I read Nancy's letter to
myself and it (of course) gives me a feeling
of being loved- I just wish that I could find it
in myself to know that I deserve that love.
Sometimes I do know that I deserve it- but I
often get caught up in my nervous ways of
thinking/analyzing too much , that I distance
myself from not only Nancy's love, but also
the love for my family and friends . I find it
difficult to talk to anyone when I think about
myself, or even when I try to just block out all
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JimSikora, James Sorrell, Willie Lapitan , Jose Salinas.
Danny Cordero, Tony Santiago, Rudy Salinas, Nestor
Pecson and Bobby Cordero posing in 1988.

My brother has told
me in the past that I
can be as the sunshining brightly, with
all of its beauty and
awe-1nsp1ring
radiance. However, I
am covered by the
passing cloudswhich would one day
reveal the beauty
concealed.
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of these thoughts without...

world. Whatever friends I've had

10-20-95

Otil io-Shane-Joey-Mike C. -Wi Ily-Freshman
year (nobody)-Jason-Jan-Ed-Dave-J oseRona-Jen

I called in sick to work today- I know I'm not
going to last very much longer at this job. I
woke up the first time my alarm went off and
I knew that I wasn't going to work. I want to
stay locked up inside myself and feel the
emptiness of isolation. There is a horribly
empty feeling gnawing at my soul. Things do
not connect in my head . I believe that there
is something inside me that I have never been
able to cast out. The main reason I continue
to exist is fear- I fear everything. FEAR- trying new things- talking to people- people's
perception of me , learning-creating relationships, my job- school- homework- life- death.
When I was a child I used to hide in my closet
and not say a peep- It is the same feeling
that I get today- I want to hide out, but when
there is no place to hide. I hide inside myself. Acting as though I am not there, wishing that no one could see me, that I could
just fizzle away into nothing. Why? Because
it is the only way that I know. Even when I
have appeared to be doing positive things
for myself- I never capitalize on those things
to further improve myself- I choose to remain
the same. I figure if I give the appearance of
normalcy to those around me- working out.
being seemingly involved in life- then I am
O.K.
I have never cared enough to take the steps
necessary to succeed and be happy in life.
I've always faked ii~ placed too much value
in the opinions of others and the appearance
of happiness/success.
I feel as though I am a manipulator, using
people to my advantage when I need them.
I've always gone through life latching myself
onto a single person or group of friends and
trying to make them see that I am OK-while
ignoring (literally avoiding) the rest of the

Whatever girls I have been with. My family
and most recently Nancy. Nancy +s a beautiful woman, as many of my friends/loves from
the past, she cares greatly for me. I have already begun the distancing process with her. ·
I don't want to lose her, because through her
I find my identity- I feel that she has an image of me that I want to believe is true, but
this image I have created for her. I pledge
my love to her and others that I care about. I
have not pledged my love to myself- enough
to stop hiding from the world and take a stand.
My brother has told me in the past that I can
be as the sun- shining brightly, with all of its
beauty and awe-inspiring radiance. However,
I am covered by the passing clouds- which
would one day reveal the beauty concealed .
Right now I have put myself in a position in
life that calls for many expectations of me. I
know that life is full of challenges- the one
that I have constantly struggled with is the
will to continue living. I am in constant debate with myself of whether or not it is all worth
it. This occupies almost every waking moment
of my time- leaving me a robot simply trying
to complete the most basic of tasks throu ghout my day, while making these tiny tasks
seem like enormous walls that I can not surpass.
The constant cycle in my life of getting a fresh
start- new schools, new friends, new jobsthen reaching a certain midpoint. At this point
I have usually neglected the steps to be
where I should in time and I want to quit; leaving behind the school, job, and a couple of
friends with the intent of never returning and
doing just that.
I want to avoid my past, because of this cycle
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that I have so many times repeated. Because
of this "phoniness" that I ascribe to my actions, in just playing roles without knowing
myself. I have ignored these feelings so many
times in the past through the use/abuse of
alcohol. drugs and people- that I don't know
where to begin changing. I have been at this
point before and I get so overwhelmed that I
just want to try to fix it all at once and tail or
run.
These thoughts constantly are on my mind
and I often share them with people who can
do nothing except offer advise and support.
This is all I should need and all I can expect,
but I want answers. Quick fixes to the problems that have plagued me unanswered tor
so long.
There exists no quick answer- this I know, but
I find it too difficult to start a process of repair
in the midst of so much unattended business.
10-20-95
I'm at the laundromat right now. Today I went
to see Blas (Psychologist)- I let him read my
letter from earlier today. I seriously wish that I
hadn't, because now I've made public my
plea tor help once again. That would all be
OK, but I think now I have allowed issues
burden me ...
Hopefully, through reading some of these
entries and analyzing these truths it can be
understood why I can 't continue living the lite
that seems only to be plagued with a past of
role-playing. I have always been antisocial- I
have attempted my entire life to bring people
into my own reality, rather than joining the
reality that already exists. I have always maintained within myself a behavior that is abnormal. I have constantly reacted to those I
associate with and never really known how
to become a part of the real world. "The world
is what you make it." I have not tried to make
my world productive. I have attended school,

gotten good jobs, made friends- but never
have had a clear thinking process of finding
out things tor myself- I have remained a zombie- observing the world about me, never fully
participating in learning from experience. My
main objective has been to maintain a distance from lite and people - tor fear of warping the reality of others. For the tear of others
seeing what I am really about, I don't know
what I am about- whose fault is this. I don't
know. First and foremost I have to say it is my
own. Because I never made myself act upon
the problems that needed to be addressed. I
guess I always knew that there was something wrong with me- I just assumed that everyone else was like me. Not everyone is like
me. People do make friends- people do try
to remain true to themselves and those they
love.
After I got out of the hospital (tor depression
in January of 1995) I realized that I had problems that I should attempt to alleviate. I didn't
take the steps I should to follow through with
these problems. I lied to those around me,
perhaps without meaning to lie- but I did- I
continued along the same path that I had my
entire lite (the only path I know) . I wanted
badly to put the experiences behind me and
try to rebuild my world- like I had so many
times before, but the cycle continued, instead
of breaking the chain. I don't know. I don't
know. I don't know.
I have little faith in anything, especially myself. I want to pull from myself power. Power
to know how to overcome my strong inhibitions and tears. I am 22, soon to be 23 yrs.
old- yes, that is young- but I feel like a child.
In comparison, I feel less than a child, tor a
child has the desire to try new things and the
curiosity to make attempts. I automatically
create obstacles tor myself and feel insecure
in mustering any attempt to overcome these
obstacles.
My mind is ill- this is obvious. One would think
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"I HAVE JOURNEYED
THROUGH MY LIFE ... "
Daniel Cordero Montijo
October 28, 1972 to November 7, 1995
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To be a man is...
to keep your word
to be trusted- respected
to stand up for what you believe
to be physically and mentally strong
to strive beyond your potential
to stand alone

.
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to get up when you fall down
to keep climbing
to take action when necessary
to carefully think out/reason the course
0

f

action you will take
to justify your actions and explain
your motives
to be open to the world about you
to live your life in happiness
not at the expense of someone else's
happiness, .
.. .. is to be a man.
Daniel Cordero
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My mind is ill- this is obvious. One would
think that in this real ization I would at least
have come to the first phase. In this realization I find myself frozen- Paralyzed with fear
of not knowing where to go from here. How
do I continue living when I feel I don't know
how to live? I have gotten this far- true. But
this is where I run and hide...
EXISTING WITHOUT TRYING-CONFU·
SION-ALLOWING-NOT STANDING
STRONG-NO SENSE-FEAR-WHERE TO
BEGIN-HOW TO CONTINUE-LOOKING
FOR HELP-WANTING TO BE-NOT IN•
VOLVING IN PURSUING-NOT KNOW•
ING-FEARING-NO SENSE-UNCLEAR
THOUGHTS-CREATING A FACADE·
UNHEALTHY

Danny witlt /tis youngest sister lan nette at lier graduation from
LaneTech in lune of 1995.

I am destroying
myself from the inside
out- I know the mental
abuse that I direct at
myself I could never
direct at anyone elseI could not attack
someone mentally or
physically. This is not
in my nature- I don't
really want to die- I
just never learned
how to live?

Stop everything to try to address inner most
problem which has eaten away at the core of
my essence since?
I can not remember the 1st ti me felt so lost- I
don't know what to do to correct, besides
quitting and trying over again. I don't want
to tryWhere to begin- Please understand- I can notTh oughts flustered- Don 't want to leave
house- Don't want to face people-Don't know
how to communicate with people- Say what
people want to hear- Act how people want
me to act- React to world and people in itCan not act ...

HELP! ME PLEASE...

Seeking help from the outside· appear level
headed, not 1st time. What's wrong with me?
Schizophrenic-No sense
Can't relate-Unclear thought process
Always fearing. Alone, Homeless, Prison, Mental Institution

10-24-95

My latest analysis of myself- which is the only
thing that I do all day long- is that I am worse
than a kid- I am very far from being a man. A
man? I have to ask myself stupid questions
constantly- I have to keep things from people,
because I am afraid of appearing to be a
freak. I take everything literally. I have trouble
being there right now. No matter what it is or
where I am , I have great difficulty taking part
in reality. This is O.K. in informal settings;
because I can make myself scarce, as I usually do. But when I am at home or around
friends I can not hide it- My inner discomfort
is obvious- I can't even face the ones I lovehow am I supposed to face them- when all I
feel is guilt and shame for wanting to ki ll myself- for wanting to leave them when they are
so willing to love me, to listen to me, to talk to
me. I am destroyi ng myself from the inside
out- I know the mental abuse that I direct at
myself I could never direct at anyone else- I
could not attack someone mentally or physical ly. This is not in my nature- But in telling
them these things an d trying to act O.K. without pursuing a better life for myself by doing
what I am suppose to do. I make decisions
all of the time- not based on what I am supposed to do, but what I want to do ...
The only alternatives that I have are
1.) to struggle and complete the things that I
have to finish- continue strugg ling
LIVING- life should not have to be a struggle

·-
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2.) to quit everything that I am doing and revert back to being a baby, having the world
take care of me.
No decision making skills ... How to commit
suicide
Quickest/most efficient way would be to use
a gun- I don't have one- where to get one- I
don't know .. .
Escape- drink-get high
Why escape? Why quit? Why leave?
Why die? Why can't I try hard enough?
Family wants to help me connect to reality.
I want to help me connect to reality.
I don't know if it is possible.
I try to remain involved with the flow of things,
but I don't know how.

GAVE METHE BENEFIT OFTHE DOUBT AND NOW
l'M RIGHT BACK WHERE I STARTE D... DO I PLAY
WITHPEOPLE'S MINDS WITHOUTINTENDING ... DO
WITHOUT KNOWING ... KNOW AND DO ... NO ... I JUST
ACT ON MY FEELINGS, BUT THERE IS SOMETHING TOO INTROVERTED ABOUT ME... I ALWAYS
TRY TO MAKE MY OWN SENSE ... THAT IS NOT
GOOD ENOUGH ... I STAY QUI ET... I DREAMIN A
FACE WITHOUT THINKING WITHOUT HEARING IN
THE GROUP. .. PUT ME IN A 'ONE ON ON E' AND
TH EN I WORK MY WAYS ... I SAY TH INGS WITHOUT
BASE... I DO THINGS WITHOUT MEANING... I DON'T
KNOW HOW TO BE... WHO TO BE... I BURDEN THE
ONES WHOLOVE ME ... I BURDEN MY OWN MIND...
I LOOK AT TH E WORLD THROUGH SHIT COVERED
GLASSES ... I AM SELFISH TO THE EXTREME,
EVERYONE AROU ND ME HAS PROBLEMS ... REAL
PROBLEMS AND THEY KEEP ON LIVI NG- FINDING REASONS TO LIVE ... I BRING PROBLEMS
UPON MYSELF AND THEN TURN TO THOSE WHO
LOVE ME FOR HELP WITH THI NGS THAT ONLY I
CAN FIX. I KNOW MYSELF VERY WELL AT TIMES
LIKE THIS ... I DON'T KNOW MYSELF UNTIL I AM
PUT IN SITUATIONS THAT CALL FOR MY ASSISTANCE IN MY OWN WORLD ... I DON'T KNOW HOW

Overanalyze? Plan of action- find the will to...

TO MAKESENSEOUTOFMY SENSELESSNESS ...
I CONSTANTLY CRY FOR HELP. .. I CANNOT HELP

Go to the store-purchase D-con-large bottle
of pills ... bring prescription medicati on-gun

MYSELF... I NEED TO BE TAKEN CARE OF... I TRY
TO ANALYZE ... I CR EATE PROBLEMS IN THE
THINGS THAT I DO ...

-cigarettes will not do it fast enough-alcohol
will not guarantee it-drugs, prescription, otherwise-poison will not guarantee it, but may
cause permanent damage-Rope from where
I just want to escape as I always have- I don't
really want to die- I just never learned how to
live?
Schizophrenic?
I am a pathological liar- I lie so much that I
can not keep up with my own lies. I don't
know what to believe or who I am , because I
lie to myself and others so often that I can 't
decipher what is real from what is not ...

WDA'I' DAPPENlm 'l'O ME ... WDEllE DO
I WSll t:ON'l'llOI.. .. WHO t:AN DELP
ME ... NO PI..At:E WITH AU. THE AN·
SWEllS ... WAY OU'l'... DFA'l'D ...AU. AN·
SWEllS UE IN?
FAMILY WILL NOT WANT ME... YES
THEY WILL ... STATE WILL NOT LET
THEM KEEP/PROTECT ME... I AM
NOT. .. BECAUSE I WILL CONTINUE
THIS PATTERN OF IGNORANCE IS
WHAT I KNOW... I AM AN OUTCAST
Of MY OWN MIND... I DENY. .. I LIE...
I DON'T KNOW... I GO THE CRAZY
ROUTE... I AM BACK TO WHERE I
STARTED AND IT IS KNOWN ... IT
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WILL BE KNOWN I CAN'T HIDE ANY•
MORE

I know that there
exists inside of me a
person who is
admired and
respected , a person
who I love. That person is trying to come
out and is right here
with me.

Tlie Lane Tecli Wrestling team af!er winning a tournament
cliampionsliip in I 987, Danny's Fresliman year.

How? Looking for a quick/painless way out
I don't really want to die- I just find it too difficult to keep on living the way that I do- lies
are not good they will catch up, they are
catching up- I don't know when I'mtelling the
truth . HELP!

10-25-95
I believe that a prime cause for my problems
is that I tend to always look at the world
through the big picture. I base small decisions on the belief that they are going to affect the overall outcome of my life. This may
be regarded as true- However, I find that it
interferes with my moment to moment living.
For example, a simple "Hello" conversation
with someone often makes me question myself and what that person thinks of me. From
there I wi ll let that carry me into questioning
my personality- than I will begin to make myself feel better of course depending upon how
that simple conversation went. This effects
my train of thought and makes me lose focus
on whatever it is that I'm doing. Not being
there a lot of the time- whether it be at school,
work or in conversation makes me not remember things that I have to do. I find myself
wrapped up I thought much of the time-Trying to analyze every look, quick conversation, person , incident that passes me by
throughout the day.
A lot of times, like right now, there are thi ngs
that I am supposed to be doing- but am not.
Because I am trying to figure myself out, I
want to do things that are good for me and
those around me- I just always second guess
myself immediately after making decisions.
This makes me feel incapable of making decisions.
People have often made me uncomfortable.
I try to enter myself into situations to face this

problem, but find myself distant- because of
self-thought. Lately, every conversation of
momentary occurrence in my life leads me
to knock myself.
I start beating myself up for the slightest
things that happen and this affects my decisions, I want to stay away from situations that
are going to cause me to start criticizing myself- So, in turn I am trying to avoid everybody in my life and all the things that I know
deep inside that I want to do. Avoiding meetings, classes and people makes my life more
difficult- Because, I have to come up with
excuses (lies) to cover up the fact that I just
don't feel comfortable enough with myself to
face up to people. I know that there exists
inside of me a person who is to be admired
and respected, a person who I love. That
person is trying to come out and is right here
with me , but when I start to get nervou s
around people- I want to run, I want to avoid
them- I make up excuses, I lie. I feel that th is
is the most true note that I have ever written
to myself. Most of my insecurities throughout
life have been in existence.
I have been very distant lately. I find myself
constantly trying to figure out why I end up in
situations where I want to hide or run away.
In situations where I don't have anything to
say and feel uncomfortable saying anything.
In all of the thoughts that I have had an d all
of the letters that I have written to myself lately
I have noticed that I am constantly knocking
myself and trying to figure out, by analyzing
my entire past what is making me feel so uncomfortable -> What is making me and has
made me make many of my decisions of the
past? It is impossible to give an answer to all
decisions that a person makes, but I believe
the most honest statement I can make is that
I am nervous around people. I have always
felt a certain seclusion from people and always tried to resolve this problem by confronting it head on. Entering myself into a
University- getting a job that requires involve-
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ment with people- Joining the UPRS at
school<- These are all of my latest decisions
to confront my inner most, true fear... People> I know that I am an individual who has been
blessed by GOD. He has given me many admirable qualities that exist within. My main
problem, Which I never
What is the true problem that I don't want to
admit ... I find my
There is no single, simple solution to the difficulties that one faces in bettering one's self
in life. I look at the past and the mistakes that
I have made, the difficulties I have had in
overcoming certain obstacles and I am admitting of the first time (to someone who can
help) that I have always had a problem in
relating to all people, but I have suppressed
within myself for so long, the fact that social
situations- whether it be school, work, family,
or friends- have always made me uncomfortable. As I look at my life through the only eyes
that can see the truth- I am finally admitting
to myself that this is where my true problem
lies.
School- I have both excelled and failed in
school throughout my life. When in grammar
school I didn't speak in class- I was afraid to
make myself noticed, as many children are. I
avoided people (classmates, teachers) at all
costs- always going directly home after
school to try to avoid having to talk to anyone. I participated in sports, because my
brother did- but didn't know how to make
friends- I hung out with him and his friends.
In high school I decided to go where my
brother went- not making any friends- always
feeling inadequate and insecure. My brother
graduated after my freshman yr. and I was
on my own. I wrestled, because my brother
did and excelled-> that came easy to me. I
made buddies, but would find myself uncomfortable with them unless we were on a oneto-one basis. Where others could not hear
what I had to say and how I felt about things.
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Most of these friends would agree that I am
O.K. - I created an image for myself, so that I
could avoid talking to people directly. This is
when I discovered alcohol and the effects that
it had, as far as allowing me to live up to the
role that I had created. At school, activities,
wrestling events I was quiet and insecure- at
parties or whenever else I drank I was Joecool. This cycle continued through my senior
year when it reached its height-> coming to
school drunk, getting drunk whenever I could
became my favorite past-time.
I started college going away to DeKalb figuring I could face it. I could not. I found myself
hiding out in my dorm room for days at a time,
drinking by myself in order to step out of my
room and go to class or my fraternity (the
school my brother went to- the same frat. my
brother was in). It was always easiest to follow my brother's steps, because people could
identify me with him an I wouldn't have to be
my own person. I quickly realized that I had
to be an individual- which set me off into drinking and coming home every possible weekend I could. After dwindling
This is the first time in my life that I am willing
to confront the fact that the number one cause
for many of the problems that have occurred
in my life can be directly linked to people. By
this, I mean my feelings of inadequacy and
discomfort in interacting with people. This is
what has always been most difficult to me. I
avoid certain situations and
I am trying to make sense out of my life on a
moment to moment basis. This constricts my
ability to enjoy life.
As I sit here contemplating the many problems that are occurring in my life- I realize
how minute they really are. This is not to say
that it doesn't bother me to allow my problems to occur and accrue, but I think all of
the neglect that I allow in my life and upon
myself can be directly linked to one problem.
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That problem, which I have repeatedly tried
to resolve is my fear of people and situations
that all for my own 'persona' in relation to
people. I have always had a deep sense of
inadequacy and insecurity when trying to relate to people, which has followed me no
matter what route I have chosen. It has
caused me to turn to alcohol- to marijuana at
crucial points in my life to answer these problems. I have realized that these are only escapes and that at some point in time I would
have to address these feelings . I have triedby placing myself in situations with work,
school, and friends that call for

nervous shy MASK awkward
Who am I? Sulk Wallow Self Pity
Complain Like to be alone
NO? Time off for what?

To sit around and wallow in
DEEP?

10-27-95

I DON'T KNOW WHY I KEEP ON GO·
ING WITHOUT EVEN TRYING. EVERY·
ONE OFFERS ME THINGS TO DO AND
I DON'T WANT TO DO THEM. THERE
ARE THINGS THAT I AM SUPPOSED
TO DO THAT I DON'T WANT TO DO. I
DON'T WANT TO STEP OUT OF THE
HOUSE· EVEN IN THE HOUSE I FEEL
LIKE A LOSER BECAUSE l'M NOT
DOING WHAT I WANT TO DO.

GET OFF YOUR ASS AND DO
SOMETHING
Who do I love? Don't know how to act when
alone
>The art of positive self talk
I would like to learn how to tell myself how
great I am and release these negative feelings from within. I believe that in the larger
picture I am OK. right now. I just allow my life
to pass me by and wonder why my stomach
is eating me up
-Hang out--Relax-joint
Depressed? My own distinct persona
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Dan ny pinning an opponent from Amu11dse11 in 1989.
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Danny Cordero
Oh sweet brother of mine...
You've gone to a place
Where there is no end in time.
In our family we are left with only five,
But forever we will keep your spirit alive...
As children we would laugh and play,
The four of us almost every day.
You witnessed me fall,
You witnessed me cry,
But never did I think Jannette
Would witness you die.
We cried you high on a pedastal you know,
though we thank God most of all
For the power of your Soul.
A brother like you is every sister's dream.
You put up with your nephew's cries and many screams.
The discipline you bestowed on him
ls that of a fat her upon his son.
He looked up to you for your intelligence and strength
And he listened to you to the best of his length.

Rosanna , Danny's sister and his nephew Ch ristian giving Danny a farewell kiss at the wake on November
10, 1995.

I treasured the fact that you were always around
But I was always to proud to put it into sound.
That sound which is my voice and now I choose to say
I took you for granted a lot of the way.
Little did I know you'd go to rest one day
Before you got to see the tum out of your life.
You always wondered about your wife.
Who would she be? and if she'd be right.
With a personality like yours and the looks that you had,
I know one thing she would've been
And that's blessed by God with you by her side.
With that last thought I wanted to add..
Oh sweet brother of mine, I will miss you
Until comes my time to be with you
And God, our Dad!
Con Much Carino Danny, Always on my Mind,
Your Sister, Rosy Cordero

Several awards, medals, trophies, photos and persona/ articles that people remembered him by.
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About the cover
by Daniel Cordero
The muscular bodies represent the struggles
and efforts that must be emphasized in maintaining a sense of identity and community
within, as well as, outside the island .
Our sense of community is dependent upon
focusing on the youth within it. Our youth
learns from role models of the past and

present. From these role models they can
establish a sense of identity. It is particularly
crucial to pass on the importance of organizing together to build the same community
in which they were raised .
The four role models depicted in the drawing are placed within the silhouette. Arturo
Schomberg (left), Julia de Burgos (right)-to
represent that role models must be made obvious (to our youth) through education and

active participation in the community with "La
Isla" through these role models.
The flag is another connection that we brothers and sisters on the mainland have to our
parents homeland . The connection with the
roots is the shelter, which nurtures the growth
of the spirit and knowledge of the self-represented by the flag drapi ng over the other
aspect of the drawing .
(Taken from July/August 1995 issue)
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Daniel Cordero Memorial Gift Shop
1457 N. Califomia
(located in the museum basement )
HolidayHours: Thurs.-Sun. 12■4 pm
312,342.4880

Grand Opening &
Dedication
Sunday, December
10, 5:30 pm!
Buy your holiday
gifts
• Puerto Rican
Coffee
• Artisanry
• Musical tapes
• T-shirts
• Posters
• Gift Baskets

